Bunny Tails Gift Bag
Stamps & Stencils:




AGC4-2874
Bag Template Cling Mount Stamp
11495MC
Bunny Bait & Tails Clear Stamp Set
Stencils:
IA-CLOUDSTEN Cloud & IAGRASSTEN Grass/Hill

Cardstock:

Other Supplies:

 Light Green
 White
 Yellow

 Memento Ink Pads:
Tuxedo Black & Summer Sky
 Archival Ink Pads:
Fern Green & Leaf Green
 Colored Pencils or Markers
 Liquid Adhesive
 Paper Distresser
 Post-It Note or Removable Tape
 ⅛" Hole Punch
 Yellow or Green Ribbon

1.

Stamp the Gift Bag Template stamp twice onto yellow cardstock.

2.

Cut out both pieces on all of the solid lines. Score on all dotted/dashed lines, and then fold.
Cut off the top flap (A) from one of the pieces.

3.

Stamp the bunny image from 11495MC Bunny Bait & Tails Clear Stamp Set onto 2¾” x 3”
white cardstock. Create a mask for the bunny using a Post-It Note or removable tape, place
over bunny image, and then stamp the carrot image twice (as shown). Color bunny and carrot
images, and stamp the “Bunny Tails” sentiment at the bottom.

4.

Create a mask for the bunny and carrots using a Post-It Note or removable tape, and place it
over the bunny/carrots.

5.

Use a round sponge to apply Summer Sky ink over the Cloud Stencil onto the upper part of
the white cardstock panel. Using another rounded sponge, apply Fern Green and Leaf Green
inks over the grass edge of the Grass/Hill Stencil onto the lower part of the white cardstock
panel. Remove the mask.

6.

Using a paper distresser, roughen all four edges of the white cardstock panel.

7.

Adhere the white cardstock panel with the bunny image to the “right” side (i.e., the side without
the score lines) of the template piece that does not have the top flap.
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8.

On the piece that does have the top flap, apply liquid adhesive to the side (F) tab on the
“wrong” side (i.e., the part of the cardstock where the score lines are visible).

9.

Flip over the piece with the top flap, and position it so that the side (F) tab (with the adhesive),
lays on top of the side of the opposite template piece that no longer has the top flap. Align the
seam, and firmly press side (F) tab of the piece with the flap onto side (B) tab of the piece
without the flap.

10. Rotate the bag so that the piece with the bunny panel is facing up (i.e., the piece that does not
have the top flap). Apply adhesive to the “right” side (B) tab of the piece with the top flap, and
place it under the side (F) tab of the piece that has the bunny panel facing up. This will close
up the sides of the bag.
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11. At the bottom of the box, fold the smaller (D) tabs under the larger (C) tabs, like a regular box.
Slightly lift each larger (C) tab (the tab with lines), and place liquid adhesive where the lines
are visible. Press gently so the adhesive can take hold.

12. Hole punch two ⅛" holes through the top flap and upper part of the gift bag simultaneously.
Thread ribbon through the holes, starting at the back of the bag and going through to the front.

13. Stamp “Hoppy Easter” and “To/From” onto light green
cardstock. Punch into a tag shape, and then punch a
⅛" hole at the narrow end of the tag.
14. Thread ribbon through back of light green “To/From”
tag onto top of gift bag, and tie ribbon into a bow.
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